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Abstract
When the asset market is incomplete, equilibrium allocations are not invariant to
changes in the financial policies of firms: in the presence of secondary assets, such as
options, whose payoffs depend nonlinearly on the price of equity, the range of attainable
reallocations of revenue varies as a firm alters its position in the asset market. Corporate
financial policy is thus relevant. When assets are nominal, monetary policy implemented
through open market operations
is also effective.
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1. Introduction
Firms
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in assets

The financial

in order

to finance

their

production

plans

and

pay

policy of a firm is the position it takes in the asset market;
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issuing debt is a simple example of financial policy. Corporate finance studies the
impact of financial policy on the market value of a firm; more generally, on the
allocation of resources at equilibrium.
In a major contribution, Modigliani and Miller (1958) claimed the irrelevance
of corporate financial policy. In a series of papers, Stiglitz (1969, 1974) developed
the argument in a general equilibrium framework and extended it to a multi-period
setting: he showed that neither the allocation of resources at equilibrium nor the
market value of a firm is affected by its financial policy.
The intuition which underlies the irrelevance of corporate financial policy is
well understood. Consider a firm issuing debt. Evidently, this leverage operation
alters the distribution of the payoffs to the equity of the firm. Nevertheless, it is
always possible to construct a portfolio of debt and equity which generates payoffs
which coincide with the payoffs to the equity of the firm prior to leverage. As a
result, financial policy does not affect the set of reallocations of revenue across
states of nature attainable through the existing assets. For a frictionless economy,
without taxes, transaction
costs or borrowing
constraints,
the irrelevance
of
financial policy follows.
A subtle hypothesis in the argument for the irrelevance of financial policy
concerns the completeness of the asset market. In a complete asset market, all
contingent contracts are priced, and all reallocations of revenue are attainable.
That financial policy should be of no consequence is then not surprising. However,
as the above argument suggests, market completeness is not essential for such a
result. In a recent paper, DeMarzo (1988) extended the analysis of Stiglitz and
showed the irrelevance of corporate financial policy even for economies with an
incomplete asset market; for generality, he did not restrict firms to variations in
debt-equity ratios, but allowed them to take arbitrary positions in the asset market.
We show here that competitive equilibrium allocations need not be invariant to
the financial policies of firms when the asset market is incomplete: in the presence
of secondary assets, such as options, whose payoffs depend nonlinearly on the
payoffs to equity, the range of attainable reallocations of revenue varies as a firm
alters its position in the asset market. As long as the individuals in the economy
are sufficiently diverse in a sense we make precise, the relevance of corporate
financial policy follows. The irrelevance proposition thus needs to be qualified: if
markets are incomplete and there are assets whose payoff depends nonlinearly on
the payoff to equity, irrelevance no longer holds. ’

r The argument which we develop does not rely on differences of information between shareholders
and management. A signalling argument for the relevance of financial policy was put forward by Ross
(1977). In the absence of incentive considerations,
differences of information still interfere with the
argument for irrelevance when the asset market is incomplete, even if the payoffs of assets depend
linearly on the financial policies of firms; this point was made by Mischel (1988). Evidently,
differences of information may account for the incompleteness of the asset market, which we postulate.
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As a technical point, it may happen that, even though financial policy is
relevant in that it alters the allocation of resources across equilibria, it fails to
affect the value of the firm. This, however, can be shown to obtain only in
exceptional cases and, anyway, does not challenge the relevance of financial
policy.
The relevance of financial policy that we demonstrate involves the comparison
of the equilibrium
allocations associated with distinct financial policies of the
firms in the economy: specifically we show that the set of the equilibrium levels of
consumption and of the firms’ values change, in general, when the firms’ financial
policy is modified. At a given equilibrium,
in the absence of differences of
information, taxes or rigidities, the values of firms with identical state-contingent
output, firms that belong to the same ‘risk class’, indeed coincide. This is,
perhaps, the essence of the original argument of Modigliani and Miller, and holds
whatever the asset structure. However, it is a significantly
weaker irrelevance
result than the one we can obtain from the comparison across equilibria: it says
only that the value of firms with the same production plan but different financial
policies has to be the same, not that changes in the financial policy of an arbitrary
firm have no effect.
The failure of the irrelevance proposition derives from the nontrivial dependence of the attainable reallocations of revenue on the financial policies of firms.
This dependence arises even though liability is unlimited and debt is riskless; it is
due to the presence of secondary assets whose payoffs depend nonlinearly on the
payoffs of the equity of the firm. In earlier arguments, such secondary assets were
excluded.
Under limited liability, bankruptcy causes the payoffs to equity to depend
nonlinearly
on the financial policies of firms; thus, it causes the attainable
reallocations of revenue to depend nontrivially on the financial policies of firms
when the asset market is incomplete. This was noted by Stiglitz (1974) and
Hellwig (1981). Our argument here implies that the relevance of corporate
financial policy again obtains in such a case. 2
When the asset market is incomplete, the criteria under which firms choose
their investment policies are not unambiguous.
For this reason, we consider the
production plans of firms as fixed and we investigate the relevance of financial
policy. Clearly, when financial policy is relevant, the criteria under which firms
choose their financial policies are not unambiguous either. Also, the separation of
investment and financial decisions is not warranted. Our analysis does not seek to
address these questions; the determination of the optimal capital structure is then
left for future research.
Monetary policy, which consists of changes in the money supply effected
through open market operations, is the macroeconomic
counterpart of corporate

’ Evidently,

the argument

does not rely on bankruptcy

costs.
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financial policy. Thus, as Wallace (1981) showed, when the asset market is
complete, monetary policy is neutral. Under the assumption that assets are real,
Charnley and Polemarchakis (1984) extended the argument for the neutrality of
monetary policy to economies with an asset market that is possibly incomplete;
see, also, Gottardi (1987). The intuition is again clear. When the government, the
monetary authority, sells real bonds or claims to capital and contracts the money
supply by an equal amount, the distribution of returns to money as an asset
changes; nevertheless, the returns to money after this open market operation are a
Iinear combination of the returns to money before the open market operation and
the returns to real bonds or capital. The attainable reallocations of revenue are thus
not affected by the open market operation and neutrality obtains.
We show here that competitive equilibrium allocations need not be invariant to
changes in the money supply when the asset market is incomplete: in the presence
of nominal assets, whose returns depend nonlinearly, in particular multiplicatively,
on the returns to money, the attainable reallocations
of revenue change with
changes in the supply of money effected through open market operations. As long
as individuals
in the economy are sufficiently
diverse, the effectiveness
of
monetary policy follows. 3

2. Corporate financial policy
The economic activity extends over two periods, 1 and 2. Uncertainty
is
described by finitely many states of nature s = 1,. . . , S. All uncertainty is realized
in the second period; date-events are thus 1 and (2, s), s = 1,. . . , S.
A single, perishable commodity is available at each date-event; a commodity
bundle is
x=(x(l),x(2))=(x(l)

)...)

X(2,S) ,... ).

The commodity is the numeraire: at all date-events its price is 1. Without loss
of generality we assume that there is a single firm, f, in the economy. Its
production plan is exogenously given and described by the commodity bundle
a=(((Y(l),(Y(2))=(a(l)

)...,

(Y(2,S) )... ).

As is conventional, negative (positive) elements of the production plan refer to
net inputs (outputs); hence if cr(l) < 0, while a(2, s) > 0, s = 1,. . . , S, an input
in the first period produces state-contingent
output in the second.

3 Since in our economy the only effect of monetary policy is on the structure of the assets’ returns,
market incompleteness plays a crucial role. This differs from earlier studies in which the effectiveness
of monetary policy depends on its effects on the level of taxation or on the wealth effects induced by
unanticipated changes in policy; a recent contribution along these lines is Eckwert (1993).
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Assets for the reallocation of revenue across date-events are traded in the first
period and pay off in the second, after the realization of the uncertainty; they are
denoted by a = 1,2,3.
Asset a = 1 is the equity of the firm. The dividend payoff to the equity of the
firm in the second period is

( . . .) 42,

S),. ..).

Asset a = 2 is a call option on the equity of the firm with exercise price k. The
value of the equity of the firm in the second period simply coincides with its
dividend payoff at date 2, the terminal period. The payoff to a call option in the
second period is thus
(...,

(42,4-k)+

,...

),

where (d(2, S) - k)+ = max[ d(2, S) - k, 01.
Asset a = 3 represents debt; it is a bond with payoff
(...)

l)...

).

Assumption

1.

s> 3.

Assumption

2.

a(2,S)>a(2,S-l)>

. ..>k>

. ..>(~(2.2)>(~(2,1).

Assumption
1 guarantees that the asset market composed of three assets is
incomplete. Assumption 2 ensures that the equity of the firm and the bond are not
perfect substitutes; and more. 4
A portfolio is
Y=(Y,,Y*,Y3).
Asset prices in the first period are
P=(PI7P2’P3).

The financial policy of the firm is the choice of a portfolio in period 1. For
simplicity, but without loss of generality, we assume that the firm enters only the
debt market; it does not repurchase its equity or trade in options:
y’=

(o,o,

Yf).

In the current framework the firm’s financial and dividend policy is fully
described by the vector yf. Indeed yf, together with the asset prices p, determines
the dividend payment to the equity of the firm in the first period: 5
d(l)(Yf,

P)

= (y(l)

-P’Yf.

4 Gottardi (1990). It is pedantic to point out that Assumption 2 need only hold for some permutation
of the set (1,
, S}.
5All vectors are column vectors; ““’ denotes the transpose operator. For notational convenience,
however, in the text we write vectors as row vectors.
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Since the economy ends at t = 2, the vector yf also determines, unambiguously, the dividend paid by the firm in the second period, given by the firm’s net
output augmented by the payoff on its portfolio of assets:
42,s)(yf)

=ti(2,s)

s=

+yf,

l)...)

s.

The dividend payoff to the equity of the firm in turn determines
call option in the second period:
42,s)(yf)-k+=(cZ(2,s)+y~-k)+,
In summary,

s=l,...,S.

the matrix of asset payoffs in this economy
‘ru(2,l)

R( Yf> =

+yf

42,

s> +y3f

,424

+y3f

the payoff to a

(a(2,l)

+y;++

1’

1 .

(42,s)+yf-k)+

(c~(2,S)

is

+yf3-k)+

1,

The column span of the matrix of asset payoffs describes the attainable
redistributions
of revenue. Let yf
denote the domain of admissible financial
policies of the firm. To eliminate any redundancy among assets we restrict this
domain as follows:
yf

=

yf = (o,o,

R( uf)

has full column rank;

yf) E R3:
42,~l)(yf)>k>d(2,2)(yf).

i

Assumption 2 guarantees that 0 ~yf.
The domain of the financial
then a nonempty open set.
Asset prices p do not allow for arbitrage if and only if
R( yf)y

> 0 -p’y

This condition

policy is

> 0.

is equivalent

to the following

restriction:

6

pEP(yf):={pER3:forsome9r=(...,n(s),...)
B 0, p = 7r’R( yf)}.
Hence 9(yf)
denotes the domain of asset prices, i.e. the set of no arbitrage
price vectors. The domain of asset prices, 9(yf),
is a nonempty open set.
There are H individual consumer-investors,
denoted by h = 1,. . . , H. Each
individual h is characterized by a utility function uh defined over his consumption

6 We state without
(1986).

proof results shown

elsewhere,

for instance

Geanakoplos

and Polemarchakis
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bundles (nonnegative
commodity bundles), his endowment of the consumption
good, itself a commodity bundle X”, and his endowment of equity, j:.
Equity is the only asset in nonzero net supply. The number of outstanding
shares of equity is normalized to one:
fj;:=1.
h=l

On the other hand debt and options are inside assets:
y;=y,h=o,

h=l,...,

Assumption 3.

H.

H> 3.

Assumption 4.

For h = 1,. . . , H, the utility function uh is continuous, strictly
monotonically
increasing and strictly quasi-concave. On the interior of its domain
of definition,
it is twice continuously
differentiable,
Dub >>0 and D2uh is
negative definite on [Du”]’ . Whenever x, is in the interior of the consumption
set, n= l,...,
while x is on the boundary,
lim ( xLDuh( x,))/(

lim x, =x *

rz+=

Assumption 5.

n+m

IIDuh( x”) 11)= 0.

For h = 1,. . . , H, Xh +$‘a >=0.

Assumption 3 allows for the presence of a sufficient degree of heterogeneity
among the agents in the economy. Assumption 4 is strong but standard; it ensures
the continuous differentiability
of agents’ demand functions, needed later on in the
argument. Finally, Assumption 5 guarantees the nonemptiness
of the budget set.
A consumption allocation is an array of consumption bundles,

(...) Xh

);

)...

an asset allocation

( ....Y

is an array of portfolios,

h,...).

The results we obtain hold for a space of economies of the type described
above, in which the production plan of the firm and the asset structure, as well as
the utility functions of individuals and their endowments of shares are held fixed.
Each economy is thus characterised by an array of endowments of consumption
bundles,
e= (...,

P ,... ).

The set of economies is 8, an open set. We say that a property holds
generically if and only if it holds for an open set of economies of full Lebesgue
measure (i.e. the property holds almost everywhere and when it does hold it is
robust to perturbations of the economy).
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The budget set of an arbitrary agent h, denoted by 9(Zh, p; yf>, depends upon
his endowments, asset prices and the firm’s financial policy:
B( Xh, p; Yf)
X(1) +p’y-d(l)y,
=

(x,y):

x20,

IX(l)h

fp’yh,

and
x(2)

i

Ix(2)h

’

+@yf)y,

h= l,...,H.
Dividend payments are made to end of period shareholders; the price of the
equity, pl, represents thus the ‘cum-dividend’
price.
The attainable redistributions of revenue are determined by the column span of
the matrix of asset payoffs: ’

MYf>l.
Individuals
demand commodities
subject to their budget constraint:
max,,yuh(x)

s. t.

h=l,...,

(~,y)M’(X~,p;y’),

Define the domain of economies
“(y’)

and assets so as to maximize

=BXP(yf),

yfqrf.

h=l,...,

(xh,yh)(e,p;yf),

a(e,p;y’)

i: (yh(e,p;yf)

the firm, yf EYf,
the
individual
to attain the
that, for (e, p) E9(yf),
1,. . . , H.
problem exists and is

H.

excess demand function
=yf+

H.

and asset prices:

Note that given an admissible financial policy of
portfolio j?(yf) = <JJ:, 0, -yfyf)
always allows the
consumption bundle Xh + y,ha; Assumption 5 then implies
there exists (x, y) &%‘(Xh, p; yf> such that x z=- 0, h =
On g(yf),
a solution to the individual optimization
unique. Let it be denoted by

The aggregate

their utility

for assets in the first period is
-Y”).

h=l

For (e; yf) E 8 x yf, competitive equilibrium asset prices p(e; yf)
that the aggregate excess demand for assets in the first period vanishes:
z( e, p( e; yf);

are such

yf) = 0.

The commodity market at all date-events clears as a residual.
Competitive equilibrium asset prices exist. This follows from known results.

’ For a collection
matrix.

of vectors,

‘[I’ denotes the space it spans; the same is true for the columns

of a
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Associated with competitive equilibrium asset prices p( e; y f, there is a unique
competitive equilibrium consumption allocation
( . . ..xh(e.p(e;yf);yf),...),
as well as a unique asset allocation
(...,yh(e,p(e;yf);yf),....).

Definition I.
Financial policy is relevant in an economy e E 8 if and only if,
given an arbitrary policy yf~ yf, for every distinct financial policy yf EYf,
yf # j’, the associated consumption allocations are distinct:
( . . . 7 x”( e, p( e;y’);j!,
for any pair of equilibrium
Our first Proposition
Proposition

1.

...) Z

asset prices

establishes

Generically,

( . . . , x”(

e, p( e;yf);yf),

p(e; jf> ~?d($~),

the generic relevance

. . ),
p(e; y’) E9d(yf).

of financial

policy.

financial policy is relevant.

The proof is in the appendix. The argument is developed in the following steps.
First, we show that distinct financial policies generate matrices of asset payoffs
with distinct column spans; in the presence of the option on the equity of the firm,
under our assumptions,
this is necessarily the case. Second, we establish that
competitive equilibrium consumption allocations are distinct whenever the attainable redistributions of revenue, the column spans of the matrices of asset payoffs,
are distinct; this is true generically when there are sufficiently many agents in the
economy, H > 3 in our case. On the other hand, it fails in economies with limited
heterogeneity
among individuals,
as illustrated by Example 1 in the following
section.
Under limited liability, the payoff to equity depends nonlinearly on the financial policy of the firm:
( ...> max(cY(2,s)

+y,f,O} ,...

).

Thus it follows from Proposition 1 that the firm’s financial policy is generically
relevant, in this case, even if equity and debt are the only assets available in the
economy. Issues or purchases of bonds by the firm now change the asset span
because of the nonlinearity in the equity payoff.
Corporate financial policy is relevant when it affects the allocation of resources
at equilibrium.
It is possible for corporate financial policy to be relevant even
though it fails to affect the market values of firms. When the market values of
firms as well as the allocation of resources at equilibrium vary with the financial
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policies of firms, corporate financial policy is strongly relevant. In the following
section we present an example, of an open set of economies indexed only by initial
endowments in which financial policy is relevant but not strongly relevant. When
the set of economies is extended to allow for sufficiently rich variations in the
utility functions of individuals, corporate financial policy is generically strongly
relevant. ’ This is illustrated in Example 3 in the next section.

3. An example
We consider an economy with 3 agents
Neumann-Morgenstem
representation,
U” =x”(l)

+E[ ~“(2)

- (l/2)+“(2))*],

whose

preferences

have the von

h = 1,2,3,

where the coefficient
Sh may be state dependent. Other components
of the
economy are the same as in the previous section.
We now present three examples of this economy which illustrate the results
obtained in the previous section. The purpose of the first example is to show that
the financial policy of the firm may be neutral even in the presence of options. In
this example agents have identical preferences and endowments. The value of the
firm u = pr - d(1) - p’y’ as well as consumption
allocations are insensitive to
changes in the financial policy of the firm. In Proposition 1 we claimed that this
can only happen ‘rarely,’ i.e. almost any change in endowments restores relevance. The second example illustrates this point. Starting from the homogeneous
economy of Example 1 it shows that a perturbation in endowments such that the
resulting endowments are heterogeneous across agents and do not belong to the
asset span restores nonneutrality:
consumption
allocations vary as the financial
policy of the firm changes. On the other hand the value of the firm is still invariant
with respect to the financial policy (and this is true for all perturbations
in
endowments). To get a strong relevance result a (in fact almost any) perturbation
of the preferences is also needed. This is shown in the last example where
preferences are now state dependent (otherwise the economy is the same as in
Example 2). Here financial policy is strongly relevant: both the value of the firm
and the consumption allocation are affected.
In the 3 examples which follow we consider the equilibria associated with
different values of the financial policy parameter yf as it varies from - 1 to + 1
(in increments of 0.5). The examples have the following structure in common.
There are 5 equiprobable states of nature, a(2) = [7,6,5,4,3],
k = 5, jf = l/3,
and h = 1,2,3.

* Gottardi (1990).
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Example 1.
Homogeneous preferences and endowments of the good: X’(2) =
x2(2) =X3(2> = [l, l,l, l,l], a1 = s2 = a3 = [0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1].
9
Equilibrium, ex-dividend prices, the firm’s value and the consumption allocation in the first state associated with the different values of yf, are
f

Y3

- 1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0

Pl - 41)

P2

P3

u

x1(2,

2.87
3.23
3.60
3.97
4.33

0.13
0.27
0.41
0.62
0.83

0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73

3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60

3.33
3.33
3.33
3.33
3.33

1)

x2(2, 1)

x3(2, 1)

3.33
3.33
3.33
3.33
3.33

3.33
3.33
3.33
3.33
3.33.

The consumption allocation in the other states is also invariant with respect to
the level of y,f.
The equilibrium
value of the firm in this example is independent
of the
financial policy of the firm. Similarly the consumption
allocation is constant
across financial policies. Since agents are identical the initial allocation is,
trivially, Pareto optimal and is the only competitive equilibrium allocation of the
economy. The irrelevance of the financial policy of the firm is a consequence of
the Pareto optimality of the initial allocation. This feature of the economy is
destroyed by almost any perturbation of endowments.

Example 2.
Heterogeneous and state dependent endowments of the good. We
consider the following endowment perturbation of the economy of Example 1:
i](2) = [2,2,1,1,0.51,
X2(2> = [0.5,0.5,1,1,11,
X3(2) = [0.5,0.5,1,1,1.51,
while
preferences stay the same (8’ = a2 = a3 = (O.l,O.l,O.l.O.l,O.l>).
Equilibrium is
given by
YS

Pl - 41)

P2

P3

1’

x1(2, 1)

x2(2, 1)

x3(2, 1)

- 1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0

2.87
3.23
3.60
3.97
4.33

0.13
0.27
0.41
0.62
0.83

0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73

3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60

3.33
3.23
3.18
3.20
3.23

3.33
3.40
3.42
3.41
3.38

3.33
3.37
3.40
3.39
3.38

The consumption

values in state 2 to 5 also change with y3f. I”

’ Given the preference structure, date 1 endowments and production need not be explicitly specified
to find the date 2 equilibrium allocation.
lo Even though a relevance result is obtained here with H = 3, Assumption 3 cannot in general be
weakened, and counterexamples
to Proposition 1 could be found when H Q 3. Assumption 3 plays in
fact a crucial role in ensuring, in the proof of Proposition 1, that changes in the span affect, generically,
the equilibrium allocation.
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In this example prices are unchanged relative to the previous example. In
particular the same invariance result for the firm’s value as in Example 1 holds.
On the other hand the consumption allocation varies when the firm changes its
financial policy. The reason for prices staying the same even though the allocation
changes is that demand functions are linear in the endowments of the good of
agents. Since there is no other source of heterogeneity
the aggregate demand
function is linear in the aggregate endowment of the good so that an aggregation
property holds. Since the aggregate endowment of the good stays the same when
yf is modified prices are unchanged. Variations of the consumption allocation are
due to the fact that endowments are not spanned (as is generically true): changes
in the asset span following changes in the financial policy of the firm force then a
change in consumption.
Since the market value of the firm is insensitive to the
financial policy of the firm but the consumption allocation is affected we can say
that financial policy is weakly relevant.

Example 3.
Heterogeneous state dependent preferences and heterogeneous state
dependent endowments of the good. Consider the following preference perturbation of the economy of Example 2: X’(2) = [2,2,1,1,0..51, X*(2> = [0.5,0.5,1,1,11,
X3(2)= [0.5,0.5,1,1,1.5]
(as in Example 2), 6r =[0.3,0.2,0.1,0.1,0.1],
6* =
[0.1,0.3,0.1,0.1,0.1],
a3 = [0.3,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.11.
Equilibrium is given by
YS

Pl -d(l)

P2

P3

u

x1(2,

- 1.0
- 0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0

2.33
2.58
2.78
3.06
3.31

0.08
0.16
0.22
0.36
0.48

0.64
0.62
0.61
0.60
0.60

2.97
2.89
2.78
2.76
2.71

2.00
2.04
2.22
2.30
2.45

1)

x2(2,

6.00
5.68
5.09
4.92
4.56

1)

x3(2, 1)
2.00
2.28
2.69
2.79
2.99

The consumption values in states 2 to 5 also change with y{.
The consumption allocation changes for the same reason as in Example 2. In
this example individual demand functions are linear in the product sh(s)Xh(2, s).
The aggregate demand function then depends on a random mixture of agents
endowments, C,sh(s)Xh(2,
s) not just on aggregate endowments as in Example 2.
Hence aggregation fails and prices and the market value of the firm change with
the financial policy of the firm. Financial policy is strongly relevant.
An interesting feature of Example 3 is the fact that the value of the firm
decreases as its lending y{ increases. The intuition for this result can be traced to
the specific form of heterogeneity
among agents in their distribution
of state
dependent marginal utilities. Recalling the proof of Lemma 1 it is clear that the
only effect of the firm’s financial policy is to change the option payoff. Furthermore for y3f = - 1 the option is the Arrow-Debreu
security corresponding to state
1, which enables agents to transfer income in or out of this state. Since agents 1
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and 3 have their lowest marginal utility in state one they wish to transfer income
out of state one. Agent 2 on the other hand wishes to transfer income into state 1.
Financial policy is this case has created an ideal vehicle for performing these
transfers and is highly valued by agents. When yf increases the option pays off in
several states and becomes more a vehicle for transferring wealth out of the high
payoff states toward low payoff states. There are less opportunities for welfare
improving trades among agents. It follows that such a corporate policy is less
desirable from the agents’ point of view.
The discussion above also suggests that it is possible to construct examples in
which the value of the firm increases as yf increases, simply by changing the
pattern of the distribution of the agents’ parameters, utility and endowments in the
various states.

4. Monetary

policy

The argument developed in Section 2 also applies to monetary policy. We
consider the case in which fiat money and nominal bonds are the only existing
assets. Fiat money is simply used as a store of value across date-events; it provides
no liquidity services. To allow for the presence of these assets the structure of the
economy is modified as follows. Economic activity extends now over infinite
discrete time, t = 1,. . . . Uncertainty is described by finitely many states of nature,
s=l , . . . , S. All the uncertainty is resolved in period 2; date-events are thus 1 and
0, s), t = 2,. . . ; s = 1 , . . . , S. The demographic structure is one of overlapping
generations. At each date-event, two generations of individuals are active, one in
the first and one in the second period of its lifecycle. After date 2, both
preferences and endowments are identical across generations.
At each date-event, there is a single, perishable consumption good; there is no
production.
Under the above assumptions
the economy pertinent to generations whose
lifecycle begins following the resolution of uncertainty in period 2 is a stationary
economy of overlapping generations under certainty. ‘I, I2
With fiat money as the store of value, a stationary economy of overlapping
generations has a unique monetary stationary competitive equilibrium;
with a
single consumption
good per period and two periods per lifecycle, this is true
under standard assumptions. Thus, associated with each state of nature s = 1, . . , S,
there is a scalar p(s), describing the level of real balances that supports the

” The simple form of uncertainty structure adopted here is by no means necessary: it is only dictated
by the effort to keep the analysis and the notation simple.
I2 The model of a stationary economy of overlapping generations under certainty was introduced in
Allais (1947) and Samuelson (1958).
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monetary stationary competitive equilibrium in the deterministic economy originating at date-event (2, s). We assume that the distribution of the endowments
over the agents’ lives is such that a stationary equilibrium always exists:
Assumption

6.

For s = 1, . . . , S, p(s)

> 0.

We suppose that, after the resolution of the uncertainty in the second period,
the economy is at the monetary stationary equilibrium. I3
Consider the economy pertinent to the generation whose lifecycle begins in the
first period.
A commodity bundle is
x=(x(l),x(2))=(x(l)

,...,

x(2,s)

)... ).

A consumption bundle is then a nonnegative commodity bundle.
There are two assets for the reallocation of revenue that are traded in the first
period and pay off in the second: money, m, and a nominal bond of one-period
maturity, 6. l4 The payoff of the bond denominated in money is
r(2)
Assumption

= ( . . .) 42,
7.

s), . . .).

r(2) > 0; also, 42, S) > 42, S - 1) > 42, S - 2).

Evidently, this implies that S > 2.
A portfolio is
Y=(Y,yY,).
The state-dependence
of the bond coupon is necessary for the bond to be
distinct from money as an asset. The argument extends easily to multi-period
bonds with state-independent
coupons. I5
A generation whose lifecycle extends over a single period holds the initial
money stock at t = 1 and supplies it inelastically in exchange for the consumption
good. The initial money stock is normalized:
j,=l.

The bond is only an inside asset.
Prices are normalised in terns of the commodity
Asset prices in the first period are

which is then the numeraire.

P=(Pm,Pb).

” There is no loss of generality in this, as we want to show that the equilibrium set changes - at least
one element of this set changes.
I4 Given the structure of the uncertainty, after date 2 bonds are perfect substitutes of money and may
thus be ignored.
I5 In that case when monetary policy is stochastic bonds and money can still be imperfect substitutes;
see Gottardi (1994).
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Monetary policy consists in an open market operation realised at date 1. It can
thus be conveniently
described by the monetary authority’s demand function for
assets (at t = 1):
Y”(P)

= (Y,“?Y,g)(P).

In the first period, the monetary authority expands the money
purchasing bonds or contracts the money supply by selling bonds:

supply

by

y,“(p) = - :YbB(P);
m

the money supply at the end of the first period is thus
I -Y:(P).
In the second period, the monetary authority contracts or expands the money
supply in order to redeem its position in the bond market; the money supply at the
end of the second period is thus
l-y,“(p)

,

1-32,s)
i

s=l

,...,

Assumption 8.
function;

s.

i

Monetary policy is described
it satisfies Walras’ law:

by a continuously

differentiable

P’Yg( P) = 0;
and it vanishes

outside a compact set of asset prices.

The assumption that monetary policy satisfies Walras’ law guarantees that
changes in the money supply are effected only through open market operations;
continuous
differentiability
is a regularity property. The requirement
that the
monetary authority’s demand vanishes as prices tend to the extended boundary of
their domain is a technical assumption ensuring that aggregate net demand for
money is well behaved.
Monetary policy and first period asset prices, given the value of real money
balances p(s), determine the price of money in the second period:

P(S)
)

1 -y,“(p)

i

I-

32,

s>

1

s=l

,...>

S.
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The matrix of asset payoffs can then be written as
I
WP;

CL(s)

yg) =

l-

Let 9(yg)
vectors:

P(S)

Y,p(P)(l-(Pm/P,)r(2,s))

denote the domain

I-

of asset prices, the set of no arbitrage

as in Section

s)

price

p=~‘l?(p;y~)}.

9(yg):={pEiR2:forsomerrElR~+,
Proceeding
policies:

W,

YBp)(l-(pm/pb)r(2,s))

2, we define

the set yg

of admissible

monetary

yg( p) satisfies Assumption 8;
l-Y:(P)>&
yg

=

Yg(P)> P E y”(yP):
1-y,g(p)

1-%(2,S)

>O,s=l,...,

S.

Pb

It follows from Assumption 7 that, for yg EYE, p OF’,
the matrix of
asset payoffs R(p; y g, has full column rank.
In the equilibria we are considering,
the only possible effects of monetary
policy are in the first two periods of the economy.
Individual consumer-investors
whose lifecycle begins in the first period are
denoted by h = 1,. . . , H. Individual h is characterized by his utility function nh,
defined over consumption bundles, and his endowment of the consumption good, a
commodity bundle Xh.
For h = 1,. . . , H, the utility function uh satisfies Assumption 4, and jib B 0.
We also assume that H > 3 (to ensure, as before, a sufficient degree of heterogeneity among the agents in the economy).
A consumption allocation is an array of consumption bundles,
( . . . ) 2,...);
an asset allocation

is an array of portfolios,

( . ..f Y”,...).
An economy
e=(

is an array of initial endowments

bundles,

. . . . jlh ,... ).

The set of economies is 8, an open set.
Endowments, asset prices and the monetary
individuals:
S?(Zh,p;yg)=

(x,y):

i
h=

of consumption

l,...,H.

X20,

and

policy determine

the budget set of

X(1) +p’y&(1),
X(2) G*(2)

+R( p; yg)y,

J. Detemple et al. /European
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their budget constraint:
max,,yuh(x)
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and assets so as to maximize

s.t. (x,y)EL29(Xh,P;yg),

h=l,

utility subject to

. . . . H.

Let
9(yP)

=8X9(yg),

The domain
On _9(yg),
unique:

ygEy’g.

.9(yg> is a nonempty open set.
a solution to the individual optimization

(Xh, yh)(e,p;yg),

ygEyg,

h=l,...,

problem

exists and is

H.

The demand function for assets by the generation of individuals alive only at
t= 1 is y”=(-1,O).
The resulting aggregate excess demand function for assets in the first period is
z(e,p;Yg)

=Y”+Yg(P)

+ fYh(e?P;Yg).
h=l

For (e; y g) E 8 X %/g, competitive
that
z(e,p(e;yg);yg)

equilibrium

asset prices p(e; y g, are such

=O.

The commodity markets clear as a residual.
For (e; y g) E i? X yg, competitive equilibrium asset prices exist.
Even though assets’ future payoffs depend now on current asset prices, the
result follows from an almost immediate application of known results.
Associated with competitive equilibrium asset prices p(e; y g, there is a unique
competitive equilibrium consumption allocation
( . . ..xh(e.p(e;yg);yg),...),
as well as a unique asset allocation
(--.,yhfe,p(e;yg);yg),...).
Monetary policies 9 g, y g are distinct if jj g( p) Z y g( p> for some p.
Distinct monetary policies gg, y g E yg are strongly distinct if and only if
P(P)

=Yg(P)

-Eg(P)

=Yg(P)

=O.

Monetary policy is effective in an economy e E 8’ if and only if,
Definition 2.
given an arbitrary jg E yg, for every strongly distinct monetary policy y g E yg
such that yg(p(e;yg))+
0 for all equilibrium
prices p(e; yg> EP’d(y”), the
associated consumption allocations are distinct:
(...,x”(e(e;~g);~g),.
for any pair of equilibrium

..)+(

. . . . x”(e,p(e;yg);yg)

and prices p( e; jj g ) f9’(

,... ).

9 g 1, p( e; y g ) E9d( y g ).
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Proposition

Generically,

2.
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monetary policy is effective.

The requirement that monetary policies be strongly distinct is, possibly, restrictive. When the set of economies
is extended to allow for sufficiently
rich
variations in the utility functions of individuals, the argument extends naturally
under the weaker requirement that distinct monetary policies differ only on an
open and dense set of asset prices.

4. Conclusion
Financial policy may well be relevant. We have demonstrated this possibility in
a simple, two-period framework, in which a single firm exchanges debt for equity,
while options on the equity of the firm account for the nontrivial dependence of
the attainable reallocations of revenue on the financial policy of the firm. The
argument extends naturally to more general settings: financial policies may
encompass arbitrary positions taken by firms in the asset market; alternatively in a
multi-period framework, the nontrivial dependence of the attainable reallocations
of revenue does not require the nonlinearity which characterizes option payoffs;
futures contracts suffice to account for the relevance of financial policy. I6
Monetary policy may well be effective. We have demonstrated this possibility
in a simple overlapping generations framework, in which a nominal asset accounts
for the nontrivial dependence of the attainable reallocations of revenue on changes
in the money supply effected through open market operations.

Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1.
We first show that the attainable redistributions
of
revenue, the column span of the matrix of asset payoffs, [N yf)], depends
nontrivially on the financial policy of the firm, yf.
Lemma 1.

For y’#j’Eyf,

[My91

f [R(j3].

Proof of Lemma I.
The elementary
column operation which consists
multiplying the third column by -yf and adding it to the first, yields that

[R(yf)]

=

a(27 1)

0

1

a(2,2)

0

1

(a(29)

+Yi-k)+

1

a(2,S-

1) +y{-k

1

+y{-k

1

a(2,s)
CY(2,S-

1)

a(27 9

l6 This is demonstrated

in Gottardi (1990).

(Y(2,S)

in

J. Detemple et al./European
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+ (r(2,2);

thus

bwl = Pvf)l
if and only if the vectors
( . . . . (u(2,S-

1) +yf-k,Cx(2,S)

+y{-k)

( . . . ) a(2,S-

1) +jf-k,

+9(-k)

and
Q(2,S)

are colinear. But since, again from Assumption
the case if and only if yf=Ff.

2, a(2, S - 1) f (~(2, S>, this is

Note that distinct financial policies fail to generate matrices of asset payoffs
with distinct column spans when the option is out of the money or in the money in
only one date-event.
Second, we show that, generically,
competitive
equilibrium
allocations are
distinct whenever the attainable reallocations of revenue are distinct. Let yf Z j/
~y/f
be distinct financial policies for the firm. Let p(e; y’) 69’(yf),
p(e; it’)
EP(~~) be equilibrium asset prices. Since
Xh(2)(e,p(e;yf);~f)=R(yf)yh(e,p(e;yf);~’)+x(2)h,
while
xh(2)(e,p(e;pf);9f)=R(pf)yh(e,p(e;pf);Ef)+X(2)h,
H, and, from Lemma 1, [R(yf)]
h=l,...,
allocations are distinct:

(

. . , x”( e, p( e; y’);

yf),

...) f

f [R(Ff)l,

( . . . , x”(

the associated consumption

e, p( e, jjf);

jf),

. . .),

as long as
dim[ . . . . yh(e,p(e;yf);yf)

,... ] =3

dim[ . . . . yh(e,p(e;jf);ff)

,... ] =3.

or ”

To complete

the proof, it thus suffices

to show that for any jjfEYf

there

” This explains the role of the condition on the minimum number of agents in the economy: it
ensures that all assets will be held by at least some agent at equilibrium, a crucial condition for changes
in asset payoffs to matter.
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exists an open set of economies
for eE8*(jf),
z( e, p;

Ef) = 0 * a( e, P;

of full Lebesgue

measure

8 * (j’)

c 8, such that

Y)

:=det[y’(e,p;~f),y’(e,p;Ff),Y3(e,p;~f)]

+O.

It follows from Assumptions 4 and 5 that the individual demand function for
first period consumption and assets, (xh(l), y”Xe, p; yf>, h = 1,. , H, is continuously differentiable in (e, p); it satisfies Walras’ law:
(Xh(l)(e,

p;yf)

-ih(l))

-(a(l) -p’#)y:(e,
and the following boundary
the price domain 2@(yf),
limp,=pa

n-r

+p”(yh(e,p;yf)
p;yf)

condition:

-Y”)

=O;

whenever

~CII(Xh(l),yh)(e,p,,;yf)II

p is on the extended boundary

of

=m.

For jf E yf, consider the excess demand function for assets, z: a(j’)
+ R3;
also the augmented function, (z, 6): _@jf) -+ R4. By a standard argument, both
functions are transverse to the origin: z UO and (z, S)J 0. By the transversal
density theorem (see Mas-Colell, 1985), there exists a set of economies of full
Lebesgue measure, 8 * (9f) C8, such that z~,. A’)IJO and (z, S)ce: $1, IJO for
e g*(jf>
(where (z, S),,;j,,,
is defined by %, 6Xe, p; y’) for the given
(e; Bf)). The boundary behavior of the individual demand functions for first
period consumption
and assets implies that the set 8 *(j/j
is open. Since
dim(p( jf)> = 3 and dim[range( z, S)] = 4, (z, 6>(e; ff)J 0 if and only if
(z, 6)-‘(e; j’)(O) = 4. It follows that, on 2’*(9’), z(e; jf>(p) = 0 3 6c,,j,, f 0.
The set 8 * ( jf) is an open set of full Lebesgue measure. For e E 8’ * ( jf >, there is
no vector of prices which satisfies simultaneously
the equations z = 0 and S = 0;
hence every change in the financial policy of the firm from the level jfeyf
affects the allocation of consumption at equilibrium. This completes the argument.

l

Proof of Proposition 2.
The argument is exactly along the lines of the argument
for Proposition 1; we only outline it.
For a given jg ~~~
there exists an open set of economies of full Lebesgue
measure such that a change in the set of the attainable reallocations of revenue
also implies a change in the competitive equilibrium consumption allocations; we
restrict our attention to these economies.
Let jg, yg lYg be monetary policies, and p(e; jg) ES(~~),
p(e; yg) E

J. Detemple et al. /European
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9(yg)
be associated equilibrium asset prices. Suppose the associated
equilibrium consumption allocations coincide:

( .... xh(e,p(e;jg);jg)

,... )=(

1153

competitive

. . . . xh(e,p(e;Yg);Yg),...).
(A.11

We will derive under what conditions on (jjg, y g, the above equality can hold.
First,
Assumption
7 implies
that the equality
[R( p(e; jg); Fg)l =
[ R( pf e; yg); yg)] holds if and only if the vectors
,..,l-y,“(~(e;jj~))

li

i

p,(e;

F”)

pb(e;

9”)

r(2,s)

)‘..
1

1

and
. . ..l-yj(p(e.yg))

l-

de; Y”)

i

i
are colinear.

42,s)

)...

y”)

1

1

In turn, this is the case if and only if

%( p(e;
I -X(

pb(e;

9”))

p(e;

9g))

p,(e;

jg)

pb(e;

jg)

ymg(p(e;
= I -y:(

r”))

p(e;

y”))

Combining (A.l) and (A.2) with the first-order conditions
the solution to the individual optimization problems yields
p,(e;

9”)

pb(e;

?“)

k(e;
= pb(e;

p,(e;

y”)

pb(e;

y”)

.

(A.2)

which characterize

Y”)
y”)

.

Since
t

[xh(l)(e,p(e,jg);jjg)

-P(l)]

=

[xh(l)(e,p(e,yg);yg)

-?“(I)]

= -pm(e;yg),

-p,(e;jg),

h=l

while
f
h=l
we

deduce that competitive
P(e;jR)

equilibrium

=p=p(e;yg).

It follows that, at the competitive
coincide as well:
f”(P)

prices coincide:

=Y”(P>-

equilibrium

prices,

the monetary

policies
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Hence, the monetary policies jg, y g are not strongly distinct. It follows that,
generically, monetary policy affects the column span of the matrix of the assets’
payoffs l8 and hence the allocation of resources at equilibrium, which completes
the argument.
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This conclusion

does not hold when bonds are real, as it is easy to verify.

